Production Test Engineers

A power supply company in Flushing NY is seeking out a production test engineer.

Their mission is to meet the customer's needs with high quality, high quality and reliable power supplies.

The operation hours at 8am- 5pm Monday Thru Friday

Description:

- Evaluate New Products and Maintenance the current products by trouble shooting and repairs of both linear and switch mode power supplies.

- Identify the cause and effects of electrical issues and make recommendations or find solutions for improvements.

Requirements:

- Must be computer literate

- Full knowledge of using test equipment (ex. oscilloscopes, voltmeters, AC line monitors, and current meters.)

- Must be capable of debugging complex analog, digital and power circuits with minimal supervision.

- Bread boarding, prototyping, evaluation of new circuits and component testing a plus.

Applicants should be interested in specializing in low voltage power supplies (linear and switching).

Education:

Minimum of a BS/EET or equivalent experience.